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Introduction

The European coal situation has improved considerably in the

past two years, due to substantial i4creases in Western European

coal production and increased imports from Eastern Europe. Con-

sequently, it has been possible to reduce coal imports from the.

U.S.A. beginning late in 1947 without noticeable effect on industrial

production in Western Eurorpe. Western Europe, as a wholes will, how¢-

ever, require imports of 4more than 40 million tons per year in 1948

and 1949, and probably lomewhat reduced amounts for many years there-

after. What has been overcome recently is the physical shortage of

coal which retarded industrial recovery in Western Europe in 1946

and the first half of 1947. There still remains, however, the import-

ant problem of mak^Ong Western Europe more nearly self-sufficient in

coal, thereby easin> the strain on European balances of payments,

occasioned by coal imports from U.S.A.

The success$ve sections of the report discuss:

(1) The recent trends in coal production, consumption and
trade, and the current position.

(2) The outloo-k for 1949.

(3) Coal shortage problems.

(4) Coal surpluses artificial and real.

(5) Suggestions for handling the different types of surpluses.

(6) Conclusions.
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Western Europels Current Coal Position

CoalV' production in W'estern Europe has improved substantially

since the end of the war, as indicated in the following tabulation:

Millions of Percentage
metric tons of 1938

1938 551.4 100
1945 309.1 56.1
1946 397.8 72.1
1947 436 79,1
1948-a' 473.5 85,9
1949fI 500 90,7

a/ Estimated by Economic Department

Despite notable progress, coal output is still well below pre-war

levels and is not likely to attain pre-wvar levels before 1951-2.

The rate of growth in output has slackened perceptibly since 1946

and it seems quite unlikely that produQtion will exceed the levels

estimated above. Table I attached to this report nresentsthe out-

puts, actual and estimated, for the leading producing countries from

1946 to 1949 inclusive, including for comparison CEEC estimates for

1948 and 1949,

The anticipated shortfall in 1948 output below CEEC estimates

is relatively small and due to small revisions for each of the import-

ant producing countries. For 1949, the disparity is greater, due

largely to an anticipated slower rate of increase in British output.

JIn this report when the word coal is used it is intended toencompass both hard and brown coal, unless otherwise specified,nor h.as any attempt been made to reduce brown coal values to hardcoal equivalents, For this reason comparisons wtith other coalpapers such as MPAC/Tech 4/Oct. 23, 1947, are not possible onall points.



The great bulk of the increase in 1948 over 1947 is due to increased

working time, not envisaged in the CEEC estimate. On the other hand,

anticipated increases in manpower supply and output per-man-shift

have not been realized. Since it is unlikely that working hours can

be increased further, the estimated increase in 1949 output is placed

at 8 million tons or less than 4%, as compared with 13 million tons

or 6%, anticipated by CEEC. In Germany, increases anticipated by

CEE= are likely to be realized, but more optimistic expectations

based on estimated capacity of presently working hard coal mines

do not now appear warranted. Some shortfalls in other producing

countries, particularly for brown coal (except in Germany) may be

expected since better grade coal is becoming increasingly available.

Net coal supplies available for consumption in the sixteen ECA

countries plus Western Germany in 1948 should aggregate 508 million

metric tons as compared with 477 million in 1947 and an estimated

552 million in 1938. While the CEEC'Report of August, 1947, esti-

mated requirements at 530 million tons, it was pointed out last

October&/ that a more realistic estimate of requirements was about

511 million tons. Table II attached compares 1947 w^ith the latest

Economic Department estimates for 1948, Other estimates are also

included for comparative purposes,

The improvement in coal availabilities in coal importing countries

is due to several factors;

(1) Increased exports from Germany and the resumption of
exports on a substantial scale by the United Kingdom.

li MPAC/Tech 4/October 23, 1947, prepared by I*B.R.DP Research Depart-
ment.
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The two countries together are expected to supply otherECA countries with 13 million tons more than in 1947.In addition, these countries should have about 21 millionadditional tons available for internal consumption.

(2) Increased internal production in other ECA countriesfrom about 93 million tons in 1947 to an estimated99 million in 1948.

(3) Substantially increased exports (5.5 million more than in1947) from Poland resulting from increased output and anexpected reduction in Polish shipments to the U,S.S.R.(1.5 million tons),

As a result of these increases in European supply availabilities

and of dollar shortages, most of the importing countries have reduced
their imiworts from U.S.A., some countries, such as Sweden, Eire, and
Norway having found it possible to dispense entirely with imports of
UtS.A. coal. U.S.A. exports to RCA countries are therefore estimated

at -2 million tons in 19j8, or 11 million tons less than in 1947.

Despite such reductions in imports, coal stocks are at least adequate.

It should, moreover, be noted that availabilities in 1947 exceeded
consumption by the substantial margin of at least 11 million tons, as
reflected in known increases in stocks in a number of countries (see
Table III attached), so that actual consumption did not probably exceed
466 million tons. Stocks in some countries had fallen below safe

minimums in 1946 and had to be rebuilt. During 1947, this was accom-

plished with margin to spare, especially in the U,.K. During 1943, it
is likely that stocks in the United Kingdom and perhaps other countries
will be drawn down several million tons.. The estimated availabilities

for 1948 of 508 million tons cited above, wlhich allow only for a 2
million ton reductio.n in atocks (in the U,K.), will permit an esti-
mated increase in coai consumption over 1947 of 9-%. In view of the
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generally high level of European industrial output during 1947 it

appears difficult to envisage any significant fuel shortages for

industrial purposes in Western Europe, vwhen account is also taken

of expected increases in availabilities of electric power and

petroleum products, the general stringency in manpower supply excopt

in Italy and Western Germany and the delay in industrial re-equipment.

The import deficit of ECA countries taken as a group, and the

sources of supply for 1947 and 1948 are shown below, For comparative

purposes, there are also appended the August 1947 estimated of CEEC,

the October 1947 estimates of the I,3,R.D. Research Department, and

an April 1948 estimate by ECA for fiscal year 1949, reproduced from

Table II.

Net Import,Requirements of ECA Countries
and Overseas Denendent Territories, 1947 and 1948

(estimated with probable sources of supDly).

Es:timat.gjs or-1948i---,--
IBRD IIBRD CEEC ECA(Fiscal:V

1947 Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate
(Actual) June 1948 Oct. 1947 Aug. 1947 April 1948

Net Import Require- 46 42 40 58 49
ments

U.S.A, 37 25 - 27* 27 41 30
Poland 7 13 11 15 17
Others 2 2 2 2 2

* Dependent on possible U.K. exports of 2 million
tons out of stocks, not separately shown.

Outlsok for 1949

Production for 1949 may be estiznatel at about 500 million tons.

(See Table I). Allowing for (1) internal requirements of 535 million

tonsi 15% above 1947 levels or about 5% above our 1948 estimates,



(2) exports to non-participatin, countries and bunkers of 5 million
tons, and (3) net requirements of 3 million tons for overseas depen-
dent territories, overall import requirements in 1949 are likely to
total 43 million tons, almost the same as In 1948. This deficit
could be met in approximately the same manSter as expected in 1948,
except that the U.S,A. may have to increase Its exports to lIWestern
Europe slightly over the anticipated 1948 lelrel. This depends on
whether the U.K. actually draws down its stocks by about 2 million
tons in 1948, as expected, and whether Polan4fs exports to Western
Europe are maintained at present levels. Tmports from Poland could
probably be increased if "offshore" purchaseEs for dollars were sub-
stantial and the resulting proceeds could be used to purchase needed
supplies and equipment in the U.S.A.

Coal Shaort:.ag

Despi.te the overall adequacy of coal svpy)l:s for ' e estern
European countries, there are persistent sh:.tlages of certain types
and grades of coal rad coke, The major rho a are in CkICng fines
and coke for metallurgical ouryoses. Thc l.dar -t.~J.; probleam in coke
and coking coals is the relatively low level o$I Ruhr coal output.
Ruhr coal output in 1948 is expected to be 6 of OL 1938, while the
percentage for other major hard coal producing areas ranges from 83
to over 100, Since a much larger proportion oC Rquhr coal is of a
coking variety than in the other countries, th}e iarpact of low Ruhr
output is felt most heaTily in shortages of cok,i;'- coal. an: coke.

'lhile importing cou:nt.'ies prefer to impUo tl . g Co` o rather
than coke for balance--of-payyments and strategic reasons, the occupation



authorities prefer to export coke to minimize occupation costs.

But since coking capacity outside Western Germany is rather limited,

complete satisfaction of Western Europe's coke requirements will,

for the next few years at least, require greater utilization of

Western Germany's coke producing capacity, as indicated in the

CEEC Report.,X

Only a part of Western Germanyls exportable surplus of coke is

in the preferred size ranges and types for metallurgical purposes.

A substantial part is in the form of coke nuts of various sizes,

which when crushed to suitable sizes, can be used for metallurgical

purposes, witx. some sacrifice in efficiency and capacity. But the

prices charged for coke nuts, costs of crushing, lack of crushing

facilities in some areas and the belief that costs of such installa-

tions will not be fully recovered before more desirable grades come

into freer supply, all tend to make coke supplies a bottleneck in

Continental iron and steel production. To the extent that coke nuts

are absorbed into metallurgical production the metallurgical coke

shortage is eased and the surplus of domestic coke is reduced, also

making possible some use of inferior coals for domestic purposes.

Some plans have also been made to import non-coking coal into

iNorthern Germany and other areas and thereby free coking coal for

coke-making purposes, Much more could be done in this field, since

I/ Vol, II, Section E, Hard Coke. cf, also MPAC/Tech 9. Insistence
on national aspirations in coke self-sufficiency could lead to
unnecessary duplication of coke producing capacity for IWestern
Europe, as a whole, at a later date unless such expansion plans
are integrated into an agreed upon regional plan.



it appears that several additional million tons per annum could be

diverted to coke making provided equivalent tonnages of imported

non-coking coal could be obtained for use in Germany. V Such

action would incidentally reduce transport costs and fuel consum-ri

tion in transport, at least in the case of Northern Germany.

Coal Surpluses - Artificial and Real

Recently wide publicity has been given to coal surpluses in

Europe, Part of the surplus is highly artificial and is due to the

fact that UMS.A has not been entirely a residual supply source, as

contemplated in the CEEC Report. Another part of the surplus is

quite real and is due to the fact that the qualities and grades of

coal produced and imported into Western Europe are not in balance

with consumption requirements.

The artificial "surplus" is the result of there becoming avail-

able in the fall of 1947, for the first time since the end of the

war, a relatively adequate supply of total coal for the immed4ate

requirements of Wlestern Europe. The impact had not been fully felt

until the passage qf ERP enabling legislation and the publication

of Administration estimates of exports of U.S.A. coal of over 30

million tons for the fiscal year 1949. Since this quantity, accord-

ing to our estimates, probably exceeds by 5 million tons W'Jestern

Europets residual requirements, instead of reducing sr,orts from

U.S.A., importing countries tend to reduce imports from other areas.

This action is taken because they are not certiAn that their total

2 MPAC/Tech 9, pp 6-6,



allocation of funds will not be reduced in whole or in part and
transferred to another country. Unless ECA policy on this score
is clarified, it will continue to be a major factor in creating
an artificial coal "surplus" in Western Europe, coal production
incentives will be dulled and the pace of economic recovery retarded.

The exporting countries are quite aware of this trend and have
discussed the problem with U.S.A. officials here and abroad. The
situation became clear in April when the leading ex=orting countries
notified ZCE, Coal Division, that there wfould be substantial amounts
of "fluid" coal available, i.e. coal not already committed under
specified types of trade agreements. As will be discussed in detail
belowtr, some of this uncommitted coal was of less deeirable types, of
which buying countries already had ample stocks or forirard commit-
ments, but much of it was for grades similar to those being imported
from the U.S.A. by a number of countries, notably Italy and France.

Aside from the artificial "surplus" described above, there is
a real surplus, concerning which full quantitative details are
lacking. It is klnownL that some open-cast coal in Great Britain is
of an Inferior quality and in undesirable sizes. While in periods
of absolute shortage, much low grade steam coal was used throughout
Europe, the growing realiszation by consumers (governments as well
as private) that the supply-demand position has improved has been
reflected i± a tendency to use up existing stocks of lower grade
fuels and to refuse to make further purchases, except of more suitable
types and grades. This is indicated by the U.K.ts recent offer of
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350,000 tons of "fluid" coal for export in the third quarter w-ihich

found no takers. It is also evidenced in renorts of exTortable

surpluses of German, Belgian and Italian domestic coke. As pointed

out earlier, this is partly due to seasonal considerations and pertly

to the failure to utilize more of certain grades of domestic coke

for metallurgical purposes. Another factor is that price differ-

entials do not fully reflect the relative scarcities as between grades

and types of coal and coke.

It should also be noted that export sales are centralized in

three governmental bodies, the U.K, NTational Coal Board, the Polish

Central Coal Board, and the Joint Export-Import Agency for Germany,

under U.S. and U.K, control. Since, in many cases, large quantities

of similar types of coal have already been committed by these agencies,

frequently to the same buyerst at agreed prices, there is little

advantage to the seller in reducing prices to move additional coal,

Once the price is reduced to one buyer, others will demand similar

concessions. It is known that Polish and British officials are some-

wmhat concerned about future coal prices. Buyers' resistance is

naturally strongest in the case of the less desirable grades. From

the foregoing it is quite evident that the problems involved in

handling the two types of surplus are different. Proposals for

action to eliminate or absorb these surpluses are discussed in the

following section.

Siegested Actions

The ECA faces a dilemna. If it makes available from the U.S.A.

more than the importing countries' residual requirements, about



25 million tons annually, unsold surpluses may accumulate in other

exporting countries, weaken their production incentive and defer

the realization of the longer run objective of coal self-sufficiency

in Europe. If it reduces ECA shipments too much it will tend to

keep coal prices in Europe relatively high, remove the incentive

for increasing and improving coal preparation facilities and appear

to be favoring exporting countries over importing countries.

It is suggested that ECA should adopt a technique of programming

coal shipments under grants and loans which is more nearly in accord

with the residual requirements of WJestern Europe, which twe estimate

at 5 million tons per year less than the April estimate of ECA. The

program must also be flexible, because the estimatep cannot be fixed

precisely, and are subject to frequent adjustments due to changes in

Europeai conditions and becaus uncertainties as to such matters as

the labor situation in U.S.A., railroad and maritime industries will

affect the program.

Insofar as true surpluses of inferior coals are concerned, the

EBA might informrn1ll participating countries that it believes price

differentials between scarce coals and surplus coals are too narrow

and urge upon exporters a readjustment of their price structure.

Importing countries should simultaneously be informed that they will

be expected to contract for inferior coals in surplus in exporting

countries, where these can be used in industry, even with small

sacrifices in efficiency. Furthermore, stocking against increased

seasonal requirements during the winter should be encouraged.

Such steps, aided by the seasonal increases in consumption which



will occur later in 1948, should absorb some, if not all the surpluses

of inferior grades of coal. To the extent that surpluses persist,

consideration should be given to selective increases in internal

allocations to household consumers both in exporting ana importing

countries during the winter months, particularly where such increases

can be used as incentive goods, e,g. workers in mines or other bottle-

neck industries (scrap yards in Germany come to mind) or where it is

known that increased household coal would decrease the use of electri-

city and gas during winter peaks. However, unless such increases in

allocations for household purposes are small, selective and confined

to inferior grades not usable for industrial purposes, large quantities

of coal may be diverted to uses, whIch although quite desirable

socially, should nevertheless be considered of a lower priority

than an adequate supply of fuel for industrial purposes at the present

stage of European economic rehabilitation.

It might also be anticipated that since Poland is not a parti-

cipating country, and more firmly wedded to bilateral barter agree-

ments, it would be more difficult to negotiate such price structure

revisions in her case. In this connection, it should, howrever, be

noted that total net import requirements of BOCA countries, estimated

at slightly in excess of -..O million tons per year, could, if conditions

required, be met in their entirety by U,S.A. exnorts. If this occurred,

Poland would lose markets for over 50% of her coal exports, or about

25% of her total exports, the counter-value of which in materials

and equipment is quite crucial to her speedy economic rehabilitation.

It is therefore highly unlikely that Poland would take such risks

lightly, particularly if other European pxporting countries made



such adJustments,

Conclusions

BOA policy should be clarified and then adequately implemented

to insure that U.S.A. coal exports are truly residual. If this is

done, the artificial "surplus" which is widely publicized can be

eliminated with benefit to both ECA recipient countries and the

U.S.A. As to the true surpluses of inferior coals, steps should be

taken to move these surpluses into consumption, by price adjustments,

by technical studies of their possible use in specific industries

and finally, as incentive goods where they can be channelled to workers

in key industries, where manpower is in short supply, Such supple-

ments to wages, in some countries, may have greater effect than other

incentives,

However, the emergenc;e of such surpluses whould not be permitted

to cloud our perspective. They merely reflect the passing of a single

milestone, that coal is no longer so short that any kind or grade of

fuel will be used to keep wheels turning, regardless of cost or

efficiency. They also coincide with the fact that whereas in 1946

and early 194?, strikes, transport shortages, or other causes for

delays in imports were immediately reflected in European industrial

output, at present the physical supply of total coal is relatively

adequate to cover delays of imports for several weeks such as occurred

recently in the case of supplies from U.S.A.

From the purely economic standpoint, however, Western Europe,

if it is to become economically self-supporting, must, anong other



things, continue to increase its internal coal production and

exchange its products for increasing imports of Polish coal. For

it cannot be denied that the counter-value of 13 to 20 million tons

of Polish coal, in terms of 'Western Europels exports, can be sold

more readily and probably at better relative prices to Poland than

to the U,S.AS
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TABL I

Dlstimates of Coal Production in ',CA Countries
(Millions of Tons)

1946 - 1949

Countr.v l 9 4 6 2/ 19247Za 1948 / 1 9 4 9 bj
C , CE-,C I2RD CMPC IBRD

Belgium 22.8 24.4 26.5 26 28 27
ITetherlands 8.8 1o.6 11.4 11.5 12.3 12
Prance 49.3 47.3 51 50 53.3 52.5
Saar 7.9 10.5 13.6 12 15 13
Western Germany2/

Hard Coal 55.3 72.5 86 86.5 97 97
Brorm Coal 51.2 59.0 63 64 66 67

United Kingdom 193.0 199.7 214 212 227 220
Others 10 11.0 11.5 11.5 13.L4 11.5

TOTAL 398.3 436 477.0 473.5 512.0 500
*~~~ -

a/ Actual

b/ Estimated by CM-C and 7conomic Department, respectively

C/ Excluding the Saar



TABLTJ I I

Stnrar of Coal Product~o. Cos2"to ortq nd. im,)ort Reuir~e,,,)nts
siCarshall" .T1urone and Overseas 3e pendernt Territories

(I'iillions of Toins)

-Tstimate for 1348

(ri0cal 49)194 C^ I -DI) IRD E s t imat e, ( ji~~~~~~~ctu,ua) 'ik,f> I 7 Oct.,

Internal Production 436 477 47Q 444 497S;porta to 1Ton-Part i-
cipatinc Countries ancl
Forei>n Dunkers 2 2 4 5 4Available to ?articip)at-
ing Countries 434 47.5 411,75 1469 L,93Internal 7eo(Liremefits 477 530 511 508 539Tot 3Turwean Imnoort
Zequiirement s 4.3 5^ 37" 39 46ITet Imrnort Req-,irements
of Overseas Denendent
Territories 3 3 3 3 3Total 7tet Import Require-
ments 46 e58 

42 49Prom U.S. An 37 41 27 25 30Poland 7 15 11 13 17Others 2 2 2 2 2

* Po?sible U. TC o erorts of 2 million tons out of 0toctks are not shoat

** ot does not correspond to arithmetic remaind.er because of rounded figure.
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TA-3LE III

Knowmn gal Stocks in 1,CA Countries
(Thousands of Tions)

ITet Change
Conmtr: Dec. 31, 1946 Dec. 31, 1247 ( Pvincrease)

(- decrease)

Austria n.a. neca. n.a.
Belgium 333 467 + 134
Denma.r.k 10.0/ 204 + 104
France 727 839 4 112
Iceland _ - n. a.
Ireland n. e n.a, n.a.
Italy n.a. n.a. na.
Luxembourg - -
ITetherlands 111 131 + 20
Torway 212 480 + 268

Portugal 117 310 + 193
Sweden 724 1,261 + 537
Switzerland 114 110 - 4
Turkey 81 48 - 33
United ICingdom 8,601 17,513 8 3,912
Western Germany 546 1,657 1 1,111

(British Zone)

TOTAL 11,666 23,020 +11,354

a Estimated


